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NAME

BADGE DESIGN
BADGE SHAPE
The shape of a badge communicates
the level of vigor the badge earner
evidenced to receive the badge

NAME

BADGE COLLECTION

JOURNEYMAN

MASTERY

Badge earner has repeatedly lead
others towards the acquisition of a
skill. The evidence of this skill
demonstrates the earner can teach,
equip, and empower others to acquire
the skill at a novice level.

Badge earner has demonstrated
repeated leadership by developing
other leaders who advance the
knowledge and skill acquisition of
other learners. Mastery is
demonstrated by innovating in this
domain for a purpose.

NAME

Badges can be organized by
meta-collections like design thinking,
making, and innovation diploma

BADGE ICON

NAME

APPRENTICE
Badge earner has evidenced an
application of a skill earned at the
novice level. This evidence is generated
by the earner and at times with
coaching.
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Badge earner has demonstrated a
basic level of skill acquisition. Often
completed through entry skill
experience and direct instruction.
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EVENT

HONORARY

Badge earner has attended an event
hosted by the issuer where they
experienced and demonstrated a
novice level of skill acquisition.

Badge earner has been given special
recognition from the issuer to
celebrate achievement.
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The icon communicates the spirit of
the badge in a single symbol
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The Issuer is designated by a
orgnaizational name and/or website
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Wheither badging a skill or event the
name of a badge communicates the
spirit of the badge giving a reader an
understanding of the badge’s purpose
at a quick glance
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COMPOUND
Badge earners can combine skills in various ways to
form compounds to be applied for certification from
the issuer. Certifications require the combination of
skills with a minimum of one mastery badge. In this
example, the earner created a documentary about
school bullying. The first version of the film was used as
a kickstarter trailer to fund a partnership with a local
filmmaker to create the next iteration. As the director
and producer of the new film she toured the
documentary around local schools which sparked the
creation of a non-profit she now leads empower those
victimized by bullying.
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